The Superpowers and the Middle East
Security Council resolution of 22 November 1967, which cannot
be said to be an "Arab formula for peace". It requires them to
give up positions which for twenty years they have held tena-
ciously as a matter of principle: (a) refusal to accept the exis-
tence of the state of Israel and to end the state of belligerency
with her; and (b) refusal to grant to Israeli shipping the right
to use the Suez Canal. The giving up of those positions, as
seen by the Arabs, is an immense concession. Reluctantly, after
three wars they have concluded that they must agree that Israel
is a reality of geography in the Middle East and is not going to
disappear. The Egyptian Foreign Minister Mahmoud Riad
acknowledged this when he declared: "Now we accept realities,
and one of those is Israel".122 The Arabs, as a matter of fact,
seem to be willing to put an end to the conflict provided Israel
withdraws from the territories she has occupied since June 1967.
The Arab states, particularly the governments of Jordan and the
UAR, recognize that the Fedayeens belonging to the Al Fatah and
the Palestine Liberation Organization are an influential force in
opposing such a political settlement.123 However, they argue
that if a "just" peace plan is implemented with total Israeli with-
drawal from conquered territories and proper satisfaction of the
Arab refugee claims, the Fedayeen commando groups will
eventually accept the settlement as the best attainable solution,124
122	New York Times, Weekly Review, 14 July 1968, p. 3.
123	The Fedayeen commando groups refuse to acknowledge any settle-
ment to which they are not a party and insist on setting forth their own
demands.   They pose a threat to Israel and also contribute toward main-
taining an atmosphere of tension.   In this situation, Israel finds it easier
to play the role of the injured party—the victim of Arab intransigence.
1S* While it is realized that the Arab states should establish control over
commando groups operating from their territories, no progress is likely to
be achieved toward such control until the Arab governments and their
peoples have reason to believe that there are real prospects for a fair and
just settlement and the cease-fire lines of June 1967, are not being frozen
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